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Russian Toy Dog Primer
GETTING TO KNOW THE RUSSIAN TOY DOG
Welcome to the wonderful world of the Russian Toys. As you read
through the Russian Toy Club of America Booklet we hope to help
educate you on the unique charm of Russia’s own toy size dog.

AS YOU READ THIS BOOKLET
There will be information about the founding of the Russian Toy
Club of America (RTCA) and some history about the development
of the breed in Russia. Included are some notable Russian Toy
Dogs which help set breed type of the Russian Toy both here and
abroad.
The RTCA proposed standard of the Russian Toy Dog (Long Coat
and Smooth Coat) is the written description of how a dog should
look, feel, and act. This standard or one similar will be used by
American Kennel Club Conformation Judges while judging the
dogs in the conformation ring.
Education of the breed standard with pictures will help to
visualize the essence of the ideal Russian Toy Dog. After studying
this area perhaps you might have the ability to pick out a good RT
yourself!
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Russian Toy Club of America, Inc.
C LUB H ISTORY
The building blocks for the Russian Toy Club of
America, Inc. (RTCA) began in 2005 and 2006 when
the founding members of the club began
researching and importing Russian Toys from
Europe.
In 2007 the founding members of the RTCA began
seeking out and contacting other individuals in the
states that were involved with the breed. The
founding members also began educating and
sharing the delightful Russian Toy Dog with the
public and other breeders and exhibitors in the
sport of pure bred dogs.
In March of 2008 the founding members of the
RTCA contacted the Foundation Stock Services
(FSS) of the American Kennel Club (AKC) in hopes
of having the Russian Toy added to the FSS with
the aspiration of full AKC recognition of the breed.
In April 2008 the Russian Toy Club of America had
its organizational meeting in Frederick, MA. During
the organizational meeting a temporary board was
formed consisting of Deb Cawley of Kennel Aislinn,
the renowned Ruth Ann and Danny Ford of Kennel
Forevr, Marcy and Ric Wyrens of Kennel Marric and
Jamie Walters of Kennel Sylfae.
All of these founding members had a multitude of
experience with breeding and exhibiting Toy Dogs
with the AKC. This founding group felt that it was
imperative to seek the assistance of the AKC-FSS to
help promote the Russian Toy in the USA, educate

the general public about the breed and achieve full
AKC recognition of the Russian Toy.
Over the next several months the organizing board
began constructing a Code of Ethics, Constitution
and By-Laws and a working Breed Stand for the
Russian Toy Club of America. The founding
members also felt that a website for the RTCA was
imperative to help educate the general public
about the breed. The website was designed to
attract new fanciers of the breed opening its
membership to anyone with an interested in the
Russian Toy.
In July of 2008 the RTCA received confirmation
from the FSS that the Russian Toy would be added
to their roster of new breed and in August 2008
the AKC formally acknowledge the Russian Toy

addition to the list of FSS breeds.
In October 2008, the organizing board put forth the
proposed Constitution & By-Laws, Code of Ethics
and Breed Stand for a vote by the membership of
the RTCA, all of which passed unanimously.
Over the next several month the RTCA worked
closely with the AKC to provide information and
support for the Russian Toy section for the AKC
website.
In May of 2009 the RTCA held their second General
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Meeting in Ft. Mitchell, KY. During the meeting
several aspects regarding public education and
directions for the future of the club were
discussed. With other ideas for modifications to
the evolving RTCA breed standard.
2010 the RTCA General Meeting was held in Des
Moines, IA. It was decided at this meeting to
proceed with the RTCA public education plan and
promotion of the Russian Toy. Also in 2010 the
RTCA held their first National Specialty.
In 2011 the Russian Toy Club of America and the
Russian Toy Club of USA merged under the auspice
of the Russian Toy Club of America. The two groups
met and had a general meeting and second
National Specialty in Hot Spring, AR.
With the new alliance and merger, these two clubs

joined as one are able to participate in Meet the
Breed Educational events, Responsible Dog
Ownership Days (RDOD), judges and public
education, supporting other Miscellaneous and FSS
breed club functions and open shows. Promoting
and advocating the ideals and standards set forth
by the America Kennel Club. As well as fostering
junior handlers that will one day be the future of
the Russian Toy in the USA.

Russian Toy Club of America, Inc.
B REED H ISTORY
The history of the Russian Toy Terrier as with most
terriers began with English stock. This history can
be divided into two periods. The first was the
introduction of the English Toy Terrier in the 18th
century to the true Russification in Czarist Russia in
the 19th and early 20th centuries. The second
period was the refinement and cultivation during
the Soviet control of Russia.

The aristocracy of Russia were drawn to the English
way of life at the time. They viewed the English
lifestyle as progressive and prestigious. At the end
of the 18th century popularity of English clubs
grew which were centers of entertainment,
political debate, and formal events. The practice of
attending “English Tea” became quite popular in
aristocratic houses. During this period it became
popular to import English Toy Terriers. The English
Toy Terrier was adored by socialites due to their
small size and lively temperament. It became quite
stylish to appear in public with a well-behaved
small terrier at social events and the opera. The toy
terrier became a kind of “living accessory” to those
of the upper crust.
At the beginning of the 20th century the numbers

How did early Black and Tan Terriers arrive in
Russia? The first evidence of the presence of
English terriers in Russia can be seen in an exhibit
in Zoological Museum in St. Petersburg. Here on
exhibit is a preserved specimen of a small black
and tan terrier from 1716-1725. The specimen
stands approximately 35 cm at the withers the
inscription, “Dog of the sleek haired terrier breed
named Lisetta. Belonged personally to Peter the
Great.”

of English Toy Terriers had grown. The breed was
no longer a rarity, but had become a symbol of
prestige. However, the breed was no longer
referred to as the English Toy Terrier. In Russia it
was simply referred to as the Russian Toy Terrier.
During an exhibition in St. Petersburg in May of
1907 there we 46 Terriers presented of different
breeds, 11 of which were Russian Toy Terriers.
Each of the breeds was described by name. For
example, № 801 was labeled Dwarf Pinscher, №
808 named Mexican Toy (Chihuahua), and № 821

and № 822 were White English Terriers.
The communist revolution of 1917 nearly
exterminated the Russian Toy Terrier. In the
upheaval of the new government in Russia a
dedicated group of breeders maintained small
kennels of Russian Toy Terriers, with a small
population still being exhibited prior to World War
II. In December 1923 two Russian Toy Terriers and
a single Manchester Terrier participated in a show
in Moscow. After World War II the breed was
virtually unheard of, with only a single Russian Toy
Terrier being seen at a Leningrad exhibition in
1947.

Further militarization of Russian canine husbandry
led to the breeding of dogs for military and defense
applications. Breeding of dogs for companionship
was brought to a halt and the fate of the Russian
Toy Terrier was uncertain. The breed was
forbidden in “official” breeding programs. Many
dedicated breeders, who were passionate about
the breed, continued breeding Russian Toy Terriers
covertly to preserve the future of the breed. These

committed breeders searched for any surviving
specimen, many of which lacked pedigrees or were
perhaps crossed with other toy dogs of the region.
Importation of stock of any kind was strictly

forbidden and it was determined to continue with
any dog available that looked like the dogs of old.
Specimens were carefully selected to maintain the
true character and appearance of the Russian Toy
Terrier. Through a careful selection process
breeders were able to solidify and maintain a toy
dog of true Russian type.
A concentrated effort was made in several regions
of the Soviet Union, including Moscow, Leningrad,
Sverdlovsk, and Irkutsk to restore the Russian Toy
Terrier to prominence. Whether a mutation or the
introduction of other unknown small breeds into
various lines, a unique puppy was born in 1958.
Born to a pair of smooth coated parents the
progenitor of the modern day long coat was born.
This specimen, named Chicky, had ear fringing and
feathering on his tail and the backs of his legs.
Through the effort of Yevgueniya Fominichna
Zharova, the long coated Russian Toy Terrier was
born in Moscow. Through careful breeding Ms.
Zharova produced the first litter of three long
coated Russian Toy Terriers. She was able to retain
the look of the original Russian Toy Terrier with the
silky feathering and fringing of the variety
progenitor. In 1966 a separate standard was
created for the long coat and the variety became
known as the Moscow Long Haired Toy Terrier.
In the 1980s with the fall of the “Iron Curtain” the
rest of Europe was exposed to the Russian Toy
Terrier and Moscow Long Hair Toy Terrier for the
first time. However, with the fall of the “Iron
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Curtain” the two varieties faced near extinction yet
again in their native homeland. It became popular
to import rare and exotic breeds into Russia and
the numbers of the native toy terriers suffered
greatly. With the advent of a new breed standard
with the Russian Kynological Federation in 1988,
the future of the breed was secured. The new
standard declared that the Moscow Long Haired
Toy Terrier and the Russian Toy Terrier were in fact
two varieties of a single breed. However, the long
coated variety was by far the more popular of the
two varieties.
While the breed has been exhibited in Russia and
the former Soviet Union for decades the breed was
only recently added to the FCI roster of acceptable
breeds in 2006. With the Russian Toy Terrier’s
addition to the FCI list of recognized breeds the

“Terrier” was dropped from the breed’s name and
is now called the Russian Toy with both long and
smooth coat varieties. The number and quality of
the Russian Toy has improved since the fall of the
“Iron Curtain” and the globalization of dog
breeding. With recent exportation several top
winning Russian Toy kennels have been established
in Finland, Estonia, Belarus, Ukraine, Czech
Republic and the United States of America.

Russian Toy Club of America, Inc.
N OTABLE R USSIAN T OYS
DJAZ-BAND A LOVE SUPREME

BRAVO JAR AVGUST

SHER ORIEL POTSELUYCHIK
The First Russian Toy to Earn an AKC CAT! DjazBand a love Supreme owned by Scarlett King and
Carol Rosecrans has become the first Russian Toy
to earn a Lure Coursing Aptitude Title. His
trainer/handler/co-owner, Carol Rosecrans says
Trane is a natural and really enjoys the lure
coursing.

LOVELAS IZ ARMII LJUBVI

DJAZ-BAND BENEFIS

Russian Toy Club of America, Inc.
B REED S TANDARD
GENERAL APPEARANCE
This is small, elegant, lively, and well-balanced toy
dog with long legs, fine bone and lean of muscle.
They are seen in both smooth and long coat
varieties. There is little visible discrimination
between sexes.





SIZE, PROPORTION, SUBSTANCE




Size — ideally 8 ½ to 10 ½ inches at the
withers. Disqualification — over 11 inches.
Proportion — Appearance of a square build.
Weight — In proportion to height with a light
build.

HEAD
The head is slightly rounded and small in
proportion to the body. Pigment of eye rims, lips
and nose match.
 Expression — Alert.
 Eyes — Quite large, full, round, but not
protruding, balanced, set well apart, and
looking straight forward-luminous dark or
luminous ruby. Eye rims may be dark or
matching the coat color. Serious fault — A
difference in the color of the iris in the two
eyes, or two different colors within one iris.
 Ears — Large, long and tapered of fine leather,
set high, and erect. In long coat specimens,
ears may be tipped or dropped due to weight
of fringe. Serious faults— tipped or dropped in
a smooth coat variety; one up and one down.







Skull — High but not wide. Width does not
exceed the depth of the skull. A clearly defined
stop, beginning at the corner of the eye.
Muzzle — Muzzle is fine, thinner than the
head, tapering to the nose. The length of the
muzzle from the tip of the nose to stop is
approximately one-third the length of the head
from tip of nose to back of the skull.
Nose — Small, may be dark or matching the
coat color. Exception — pale yellow must be
black.
Lips — Thin, lean and tight-fitting, may be dark
or matching the coat color. Tongue must not
be visible when jaws are closed.
Bite — Scissors bite. Absence of two lateral
incisors in each jaw is permissible. Other teeth
are not in consideration.

NECK, TOPLINE, AND BODY






Neck — Long, lean, carried high and slightly
arched.
Topline — Straight and sloping gently from
withers to loin with slight rounding of croup.
Body — The chest is oval, sufficiently deep and
not too wide. The loin is short and slightly
arched. The belly is tucked with drawn up
flanks, forming a nicely curved line from the
chest to the flanks.
Tail — Docked (only two or three vertebrae are

left) or Natural. The docked tail should be
carried high. The natural tail is sickle.

FOREQUARTERS
Thin and lean. The front legs are straight and
parallel with strong pasterns. The elbows are in line
with the body close to the brisket.
 Shoulders — The shoulders are of moderate
length and not overly angulated.
 Feet — Well-knit hare foot, neither turning in
nor out. Nails and pad are dark or matching the
coat color. Dew claws may be removed.

COLOR
All colors allowed. Exceptions — Parti, merle,
brindle, and white. A few white hairs on the chest
are permissible.

GAIT

Lean and well angulated. Seen from the rear, the
hind legs are straight and parallel, but standing
slightly wider than the forelegs. The hind legs are
lean with well-developed muscle.
 Feet — Well-knit hare foot, slightly narrower
than the forefeet. Nails and pads are dark or
matching the coat color. Dew claws removed.

Should move effortlessly, with good reach in front
equal to the drive from the rear. From the rear, the
hocks remain parallel to each other, and the foot
fall of the rear legs follows directly behind that of
the forelegs. The legs, both front and rear, will
tend to converge slightly toward a central line of
gravity as speed increases. The side view shows
good drive in the rear and plenty of reach in the
front, with head carried high. The topline should
remain firm and the backline level as the dog
moves. No noticeable change in the topline when
moving.

COAT

TEMPERAMENT

HINDQUARTERS




Smooth Coat — Short, smooth, close-lying,
shiny hair without areas of baldness.
Long Coat — The long coat is more of a
feathered variety. Moderate length of coat on
the body, straight or slightly wavy, close-lying,

which does not hide the natural outline of the
body. Body coat should never look tousled nor
too short (less than ½ inch). The coat on the
skull and front of limbs is short and close-lying.
There are distinct feathers on the rear side of
the limbs. The feet have silky hair. The ears are
covered with hair forming a fringe.

Active, very cheerful, neither cowardly nor
aggressive.

DISQUALIFICATION



Any dog over 11 inches
Dogs the color of Brindle, Merle, Parti, or White

R ECOGNIZED R USSIAN T OY C OLORS
BLACK & TAN
Glossy black with clearly defined tan
markings on the cheeks, lips, lower
jaw, throat, chest, and twin pips
over both eyes.

BROWN & TAN
Any brown, from a light brown to a
deep chocolate brown, with clearly
defined tan markings on the cheeks,
lips, lower jaw, throat, chest, and
twin pips over both eyes.

BLUE & TAN
Any shade of blue, from pale blue
silver to rich gunmetal blue, with
clearly defined tan markings on the
cheeks, lips, lower jaw, throat, chest,
and twin pips over both eyes.

RED
Any shade of Red, ranging from pale
fawn to the deepest red mahogany.

SABLE
Any shade of allowable red with a
black overlay.

BROWN SABLE
Any allowable shade of red with a
brown overlay.
All colors allowed. Exceptions —
Parti, merle, brindle, and white. A
few white hairs on the chest are
permissible.

Russian Toy Club of America, Inc.
R USSIAN T OY E DUCATION
The Russian Toy is one of the smallest breeds of
toy dogs.
The RT’s have two varieties.
The Long Coat and the Smooth Coat.

Their intelligence, willingness to please, and small
size makes them suitable for apartment living,
therapy and service work.

The Russian Toy personality can be impish, yet a
delightful personality. They can be a joy to have in
almost any home.

With care this small breed makes good family dogs
and can also be competitive when shown by Junior
Handlers.

GENERAL APPEARANCE









EYES
Quite large, full, round, but not protruding,
balanced, set well apart and looking straight
forward-luminous dark or luminous ruby.

Small
Elegant
Lively
Well-Balanced
Toy Dog
Long Legs
Fine Bone
Lean of Muscle

PROPORTION

Appearance of a square
build.

SIZE

Eye rims — may be dark or matching the coat
color. Serious fault — a difference in the color of
the iris in the two eyes, or two different colors
within one iris.

EARS






Height at withers ideally 8 ½ inches – 10 ½ inches.
Disqualification — over 11 ½ inches.

HEAD




The head is slightly
rounded and small in
proportion to the body.
Pigment of eye rims, lips
and nose match.

In long coat specimens,
ears may be tipped or
dropped due to weight
of fringe.
Serious faults — tipped
or dropped in a smooth
coat variety; one up and
one down.

Large
Erect
Set High
Long & Tapered
Fine of Leather

SKULL



LIPS
High but not wide.
Width does not
exceed the depth of
the skull.
Clearly defined stop,
beginning at the
corner of the eye.



MUZZLE

Thin, lean and tight-fitting. May be dark or
matching the coat color. Tongue must not be visible
when jaws are closed.

BITE
Scissors bite. NOTE: Absence of two lateral incisors
in each jaw is permissible. Other teeth are not in
consideration.

Fine, thinner than the
head, tapering to the
nose.

The length of the
muzzle from the tip of
the nose to stop is
approximately onethird the length of the
head from tip of nose
to back of the skull.

NECK






Long
Lean
Carried High
Slightly Arched

TOPLINE
NOSE
Small, may be dark or matching the coat color.

Exception — Pale yellow coat must be black
pigment.

Straight and sloping gently from withers to loin
with slight rounding of croup.

BODY

The docked tail should be
carried high (only two or
three vertebrae are left).

Chest is Oval, Suitably
Deep, Not too wide.

FOREQUARTERS



The loin is short and
slightly arched.



The belly is tucked with drawn up flanks, forming a
nicely curved line from the chest to the flanks.

Thin and lean
The front legs are
straight and parallel
w/ strong pasterns.
The elbows are in
line with the body
close to the brisket.

The
shoulders
are of moderate
length and not
overly angulated.

FRONT FEET
Well-knit hare foot, turning
neither in nor out.

TAIL
Natural or Docked. Note: When moving tail should
be carried, up, down or out. Not tucked.

NAILS AND PADS
The natural tail is sickle.

Are dark or matching the
coat color. Dew claws
may be removed

HINDQUARTERS

LONG COAT

Lean and well
angulated.

Moderate length of coat, straight or slightly wavy,
close-lying. Should not hide the natural outline of
the body. Body coat should never be too short (less

than ½ inch) nor too long. The coat on the skull and
front of limbs is short and close-lying. The ears are
covered with hair forming a fringe. There are
distinct feathers on the rear side of the limbs. The
feet have silky hair.
Seen from the rear, the
hind legs are straight
and parallel, standing
slightly wider than the
forelegs.

REAR FEET

GAIT

Well-knit hare foot,
slightly narrower than
the forefeet.

COAT
SMOOTH COAT
Short, smooth, closelying,
shiny
hair
without areas of
baldness.




Should move effortlessly, with good reach in
front equal to the drive from the rear.
The legs, both front and rear, will tend to
converge slightly toward a central line of
gravity as speed increases.

TEMPERAMENT
Active, very cheerful, neither cowardly nor
aggressive.



From the rear, the hocks remain parallel to
each other, and the foot fall of the rear legs
follows directly behind that of the forelegs.



The side view shows good drive in the rear and
plenty of reach in the front, with head carried
high.
The topline should remain firm and the
backline level as the dog moves. No noticeable
change in the topline when moving.



DISQUALIFICATION



Any dog over 11 ½ inches.
Dogs the color of Brindle, Merle, Parti, or
White.

Russian Toy Club of America, Inc.
R USSIAN T OY G ROOMING
Grooming is rather simple with the Russian
Toy. Both coat varieties do well with a weekly
or bi-weekly bath. Make sure to use both a
good quality dog shampoo and crème rinse.
The combination of a high quality dog
shampoo and crème rinse will help to keep the
coat and skin in superb condition.
Both coat varieties do shed some, but you will
notice less shedding with the shorter hairs of
the smooth coat. Females do tend to shed
more than males, but once a female is spayed
she will typically grow the glamorous coat of a
male.
The Smooth Coat is kept shiny and bright with
a daily shammy wipe down to help minimize
shedding. A Spritz of a coat glosser while
drying with the shammy will help the hair to
shine.
The Long Coat should only have minimal
trimming. Never trim the hair on the ears. As
the fringe grows it will slowly change from
tassels hanging off the outside top edges to
completely filling in of hair on the sides to the
base of the ear.
Special attention must be taken to brush or
comb out the ear fringing and feathering on
the Long Coat to help keep them free of
tangles. To keep the fine ear fringes from

breaking off in the brush it is best to use a
spritz of water on the fringes before brushing
with a soft bristle brush. Take care to not put
coat products on the baby fine fringes.
If necessary, tidy up a stray wisp of hair on the
back of the leg up to the pad on the back of
the front leg and the hair on the back of the
hock. Maybe, just a snip of hair at the anus for
cleanliness.
When grooming the feet of the long coat one
must remember the Russian Toy has an
elongated “hare” foot. After trimming the dogs
nails. The groomer may trim the hair on the
pads of the feet and follow the edges the hair
along the line where the pad meets the hair

from the side of the foot. Shape the front of
the foot to a gentle point. Do not cut the hair
on front of the foot and shape into a rounded
cat foot. No other trimming is necessary.
The Russian Toy Dog has a keen sense of smell
and they use their whiskers along with their
nose to investigate. Whiskers are to remain on
both the long coat and the smooth coat
varieties.
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